Supplement to the NEW AGE, September 21st, 1911.

A Cartoon by Mr. MAX BEERBOHM.

(This series of Cartoons, entitled "The Second Childhood of John Bull," was drawn by Mr. Max Beerbohm in 1901. They are here published for the first time.)
TO BROTHER JOHNATHAN.

J. B. : "O Sir, please Sir, do let us young Hangi-Saxons stand shoulder to shoulder agin the world. Think of our common tongue. Think of that there Mayflower. O Sir, Sir, ain't blood thicker than water?" etc., etc.

(B. J. guesses the Atlantic is not composed of blood.)
"O Si, clean Sir. 

Let us young Anglo Saxons stand shoulder to shoulder again the world. Think of our common tongue. Think of that Mayflower. O Si, isn't blood thicker than water? The ole.

B. J. guesses the Al philie is not composed of blood."